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1. INTRODUCTION

A differential equation in which the expression forilt) involves i1g19; fo.

some g(t) < t is said to be of neutral type. For an arbitrary function D(t, x(g(t)) if
the differential equation contains d/dt[x(t)-D(t, x(g($)], it is said to be uncenain

nuetral system. Instead of x(t) and g(t) if it is x;(t) and the changeable delays
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gi(t) < t for i = 1,2,... N, the differential equation is said to be uncertain

large-scale neutral system. If x is a function on some set which includes [t-r' t]'

the new function x, on [-r. 0] is defined by x,(s) = x(t+s) for -r < s < 0 (see t4l)' By

using the new function, Chukrvu [2] showed that if the linear delay system

iit; = Lit' x')

is uniformly asymptoticall,v stable and

(l)

is proper, then

i(0 = t-(t. x,) + B(t)u(t)

iig = t-1t, x,) + B(t)u(t) + f(t, x,, u(t))

i(t) = l-(t, x,) + B(t)u(t) +

x(t) = qi1;,

A(s)x(t+s) ds + f(t, x('), u('))

(--, ol

(2)

(3)

is Euclidean null controllable provided f satisfies certain growth and continuity

condirions and x(t) = o(t) on t e [-r. 0]. He also developed conditions in [3] that if

(1) is unifonnly asymptotically stable and (2) is function space controllable, then

(3) is function space controllable lvith constraints. Underwood and Young [13]

proved that if the linear approximation (2) to the system

i(t) = r(t, x,, u(t)) (4)

is function space controllabie, then (4) is function space locally null controllable

under certain conditions on f.

Sinha [12] developed sufficient conditions for the null controllability of the

infinite delay system

l0
J

;.

where L(t, 0) is continuous in t, linear in $ with constant delays ry 2 0 and given

by

N

L(t, 0) = I Ar.(t) QCrx)
k=t

Khambadkone [8] derived sufficient conditions for Euclidean null

. controllability of linear systems with distributed delays in control. Recently

Balachandran and Dauer [1] extended this to the nonlinear inf,rnite delay systems

't
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with distributed delays in control. In this paper, we obtain several sufficient

conditions for the controllability of the following nonlinear large-scale neutral

delay systems. The considered system has been encountered as a mathematical

model of the transmission time in triode oscillator, compartmental models and

many other physical phenomena for more details see [5, 6].

2. PRELINIINARIES

Definition : 2.1 191: The transition matrix <Di(t, s) of the system

i,1t; = A,(t)xi(t) is defined for each t, s in (--. -) and has the following

properties

(i) Oi(t, t) = I, an identity matrix of appropriate dimension of A1

(ii) Oi-r (t, s) = Oi(s, t)

(iii) Oi(tg, tr) Oi(tr, t2) = Oi(to, t2) for b, tr, t: E (+, e;

(iv) 0/&.1@,(t, s)l = Ai(t)Oi(t, s).

Definition : 2.2 llll : Let A be a Banach algebra and x e A, the

spectrum o(x) of x is the set of all complex numbers y e C such that (yI - x) is

not invenible. The complement of o(x) is the resolvent set of x it consists of all y

for which (yI - x)-l exists. The ipectral radius of x is the nurnber

p(x) = sup { lyl :ye o(x) }.

It is rhe radius of the smallest closed circular disc in C, with center at 0 which

contains o(x).

Consider the nonlinear large-scale neutral system of the form

$ txritl - D;(t, x;,)l = Ai(t)xr(t) + B1(t)u1(t) + f,(t, xi,, u;(t)), te J = [0, T]

46

(5)

x1(t) = Q(t),

where the function x1, on 0l is

xi(t) e Rni (i = 1, 2,

M

N) such that

such that Ij= t

matrix valued

t e [-r, 0]

by xi,(s) = xi(t+s) for -r <

= n. uj(t) e Rmj fi = 1,2, M)

defined
N

,,1
i= I

s(0,

nj = m and Ai(t), B.;(t) are respectively n1 X ni, ni X m1 continuous

functions, D1 :Rx Rni and : R x Cni x Rmj -J Rni are
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sufficiently smooth functions. Then for any constant initial function 0(0 = 0

defined for t € [-r, 0] and the transition matrix @(t, s) for L s e J equation (5) has

unique continuous solution (see [14])

xi(t) = P1,11, x,,) + @1(t' t-t1)[x1(t-t1) - Di(t-tr, xit-tl)]

f'* J @,(t, s)[Ai(s) Di(s, x6) + B1(s)u;(s) + f;(s, xi., u.1 (s))l ds, teJ (6)
t-r I

x1(t) = Q(t), t e [-r, 0]

Here Cni = C([-r, 0], Rni; denotes the Banach space of continuous functions

mapping from the interval [-r, 0] to Rni . For 0 e Cnl, we define

ll 0 ll, = -pa1o 11 
q tt) ll

where ll . ll is any convenient norm in Rni, and x1, is an element of Cni and

Il *i,ll. = _pT. ll x;(t + r) ll. Note that

f t I tt

t{J at,' s)ds = I d(L t-s)ds'

LetL2(J, U) be a Banach space of squared integrable functions from an interval

J into U equipped with the I-2 norm where U is a compact convex subset of E-j.

Definition 2.3 : The system (5) is said to be null controllable on

'3" ,h" interval J if, for every continuous function Q e Cni there exists a control

uj e L2(J, U), U a compact convex subset of E'j such that the solution x(t) of (5)

satisfies x(0) - 0, xi(T) - 0.

Theorem 2.1 : The linear sYstem

$ f*,ttl - Dr(t, x,)l = Ai(t) xi(0 + Bj(t) uj(D

is null conrrollable on J if and only if the controllability Grammian

1r
w(t1, T) = ,"J o1(T, s)B.i(s)B.1- (s) @i (T, s) ds

Q)
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is positive definite for every T > tr.

Proof : Assume that the controllability Grammian matrix W is positive

definite, so that W is nonsingular (see [0]), hence W-l exists and using it define

the control function \ on J such that

u.;(0 = - Bj. (t) Oi. G, 0 W-r [ ,,Ct, x;1) + (D1(T, T-tr) {xi(T-tr)

fr
-Di(T-rr. xir{r)} * *J @i(T, s) Ai(s) Di(s, x;.) ds]. 6)

The solution of (7) is given by

x;(t) = p 
11, xi) + @;(t, t-t1) [xi(t-t1) - D;(t-t1, x;,-,,)]

r+ J .Di(t, s) [Ai(s) D1(s, xs) + Bl(s) u:(s)Jds' teJ
Hl

xi(t) = S(t), te [-r, 0].

Using the control (8) in the above solution, it is seen that xi(T) - 0, t e J and

i,h) = $, the system (7) is null controllable on J.

Conversely, assume that the system (7) is null controllable on J, we must

prove that W is positive definite. To prove this, it is enough to prove if W is not

positive definite then we have a contradiction. Hence let W is not positive definite

then there exists a vector y * 0 such that y*Wy = 0. If follows that

i'
_ i y*@i(T, s) B:(s) B1. (s) <Di* (T, s)y ds = 0
T-tt

that is

fr
- J y*oi(T, s) B;(s) (v*oi(T, s) B1(s)). ds = 0
T-'tt

Thereforey*Oi(T, s)B;(s)=0forse JandT>tr. (9)

But the system is null controllable, there exists a control u; such that xi(T) = 0.

48'
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D(T, x6) + O,(T, T-tr) [x(T - tr) - Di(T - tr, xir-tr)]

fT
+ J a,tt, s) [A1(s) D1(s, xii + Bi(s)u1(s)1 ds = 0

T-'tt

But D1, (Di, Ai, B.1 are nonzero, we have from the above equation that the first and

third terms are non zero. Therefore for y* * 0 we have

1T
y* @i(T, T-t1) xi(T-t1i * -.J y* @i(T, s)[A(s) D1(s, x6) + B,(s)ui(s) ] ds = 0- T+t

using (9) and the nonzero @i, Ai, Di the only possibility is

Y* @i(T, T-t1) xt(T-t,) = 0,

which implies y* = 0, which is a contradiction to the fact that y * 0' Hence W

must be positive definite'

In this paper, we shall study the null controllability of nonlinear large-scale

neutral system (5). For that let us assume the following conditions

(i) the free system

d_
ft ixi(t) - Di(t, xi,)l = Ai(t) xi(t)

is asymprorically stable, so that the following are satisfied (see from Xu [14]).

The transition matrix @i(t, s) for t, s e J of the system

* ^,u, 
= Ai(t) xi(t)

satisfies

ll O1(t, s) [ls H1 exp (-oi x [t - s])' i = 1, 2, "' N,

where H1, q are positive constants, and

N

ll Di(t, *iJ ll= J, cir llxn ll,

(10)

(1 1)
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llAi(t)Di(t, xi,) lls ,.i. o* ll*u,ll, (tz)k=r

where c;p and dit are nonnegative constants and

p(er * 4* ol ll oi(t, t-s) ll ds) < l,

p(1fl denotes the specrrat radius of q;p = cik * O,o oJ Il Oi(t, t-g ll ds.

ii) the linearsystem (7) is controllable

iii) the continuous function f satisfies

lfi(t, xi,, u;(t)l s exp (-p;t)n(x,1.;, u;(.)) for alt (t, x;,, u:(t)) € J x Cni x e(J, U)

f-
where nJ n(xi(.), u;(.))ds < Kir < - and Fi > 0.

3. MAIN RESULT

Theorem 3. I : Suppose rhar the conditions (i) - (iii) are satisfied. Then (5)
is null controllable on J.

Proof : Since the system (7) is nulr contro,abre on J, w-l (t1, T) exists for
each r ) t,. suppose the pair of functions xi, uj form a solution pair to the set of
integral equations

ui(t) = - B;. (t) @i.(T, 9 W-r [O,1f, xir) + @i(I, T-t1)

{ *,G-r,) - Di(T-rr, 
^,r-u,) } 

* ,.1 
' *,,r, ,,

{o,fri D;(s, xi.) + f(s, x;., ujG)) } ds] . (13)

x;(t) = p,1q x1) + @1(t, t-r1) [xi(t-t1) - D,(t_t1, x;,__,,)]

fr
* ,*,J o;(t, s)[A;(s) D;(s, x;.) + B;(s)u.;(s) + !(s, x;., u3G))] ds, t e J
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xi(t) = Q(t), t e [-r, 0] (14)

Hence using the control (13) into (14) for t 2 t1 we have x1(T) = 0' t e J and

xi(0) = Q. We now show that u1 : J -+ U is an aribtrary compact constraint subset

of E*j that is ll u, ll < a for some constant a > 0' For that let

llB,(t) or (T,0 w-t ll< \,
then

ll u;(t) ll = 
K,, I ll o(r, x;1) + @i(T, T-t1) i x(T-tr) - Di(T-tl' '''-',) ] ll

nT
. .| 

' 
ll oi(T, s) t Ai(g D1(s, xi.) + f(s, x6, u,tsll ) ll as]

T+l

The first and fourth terms are combined and using (11) and (12) the terms are

pT

Kj, I llDl(r, x11) ll* ,-J ll *'tr. s) Ai(s) DiG, xtJ [l ds ]

N ItI
S klz 

, 
i. [",. * a,* J ll o'ir, r-sl ll ds ] ll *, ll,

k=l

Further using the Kronecker delta function 61, the above inequality and

mu* { 11xtr-,r ll, ll^tr ll' } = ll**' lltl +' we $et

ll u,(t) ll = 
K,, I o], {.,* 

* o,* 
J 
" ,, t,,'' r-s) ll ds

+ Hl exp(-qtr) (6,* * 
",J ) ll ^rr ll,r-

* J " ll <Di1r, T-s) f(s, x1,, ujG)) llds]

+ Ez J 
" ,, exp(-cqs) exp(-p1s) lt(xi('), u;('))as]



N

K:z t
k=1

rr{.- i'
-0

N

K,, t
k=l

{ r,u * Hl exp(-qt1) (6p + c,*) } ll **' 11,,..

Hi exp[-(pi+oq)s] n(xi('), q('))ds

q,o ll **,ll,,*, + (1 \z Hi ext(-ttT)

Sa

Since p(q;*) < 1, the first term is finite, 61 is the Kronecker delta we see that

from equation (15), second term vanishes and third term is finite for large T 2 t1,

exp[-(Bi+c;)T] < exp[-oiT], gi 2 0. For the choice of t1 and T, ll q(t) ll ( a, t e J

implies that u, is an admissible control. It remains to prove that the existence of a

solution pair of the integral equations (13) and (i4). Let B be the Banach space of

all function (xi, u1) : [-r, T] x J + Eni x E*j. Define an operatorF : B + B by

F(xi, u.;) -+ (zi, v.;)

where

v,1(t)=-B.;. (t) .Di. (T, 9 w-r [n,1r,xir) + oi[, T-tr){ x;(T-t1)

- Di(T-rr, 
^,r-o,) ) 

* ,.J @i(T, s) { o,fri D;(s, x1,)

+ f(s, xq,, uj(s)) ) ds]

z(t) - D;(t, xi) + <Di(t, t{1) [x1(t-t1) - D;(t-t1, x1-,,)]

ft
+ J o(t, s) [{(s) D1(s, x,) + B;(s)u(s) + f1(s, xi,, u1(s)) I ds, t 2 t1

t{l

zi(0 = 0(0 t € [-r, 0]

From (13) it is clear that ll v.;(t) ll S a, t € J. Next

NULL CONTROLLABILITY s?

(1s)

(16)
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N-N

llr,tt) ll< .I. c;rllxt,ll,+Hi exp(-o,it,) {llxt(r-rr) ll* .X .,* ll**,,, ll,}k=l k=l

f 'I lr+, ,.J I d,o llx*,11,ll<D,1t, sl llas + . . J lloi(t, s) ll ll Bj(s) llll u,(s) lldst{l k=l r{l

ft
* ,.,J llo,(t, s) ll ll (r,x,,. u,{s1) llas

= -i, {c,1+a;* J 
",, @1(t, t-s) ll ds + H; exp(-ait,) (c;1+6i1)} ll *., ll,,*

f 'r* df llo;(t, t-s) ll lle,(s) ll llu,(st llds

I tt

* J llo,(t, t-s) ll llf(t_s, x1,_., u.;(t_s))llds
0

N

= *?, 
rlrr ll xrr ll,1*, + exp(-o,t,;at, ilB,(s)ll+K11 H1 exp[-(p,+a1)T]

For large t, and T, we have

ll rrtO ll 
( c2 + ca + K11 H1 =y,

N

where c2 = . I. rlir ll*rrll,r*. and c, = 2 1, sup ll B.i(t) llk = I teJ

Further, ll ,,ftl ll < sup ll 0 (0 ll = 6, r e [-r, 0].

Let h = max iy;,6). i = 1,2, ... N. Define the set

('lq= {(xi.u1):ll xillsh, ll u, llsrr}.

Then from the inqualities (16) and (r7) we see rhat F maps e into itself.
Further Q is closed, bounded and convex, by Riez's theorem [7], it is relatively
compact under F. Hence by the Schauder fixed point theorem F has a fixed point

(17)
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(xi, u.;) e Q. This fixed point (x1, u.;) of F is a solution pair of the set cf lnt:grai

equations (13), (i4). Thus the system (5) is null controllable on J.

4. EXAMPLE

Consider the system (5) with

D (t.x;,)=l 
[ -,:_,,] 

o,,,,=[ ] :]
t,,,, = 

[ :]

I e.or xz(t-1) + exp (-t) ur (t)l
fi (t, xir, uj) = | |

I esin x2(t-l) + exp (-t) uz(t) I

I exp (s-t) 0 I
Oi(t,s)=<D(t-s)=expAi(t-s) = I I

l_ (t-s)exp(s-t) exp(s-t)l

it is easy to verify that it satisfies all the properties of Definition 2.1 hence <D1(t-s)

is a transition matrix. Also

I exp (-s) 0 I
@1(t1,t1-s)=<Di(s) = | |

I sexp(-s) exp(-s)l

Now

I exp (-s)l
o1(s)B.;(s) = | |

[ 2sexp(-s)l

o;(s)81(s)B1.(s)<D;'(s) - [ 
exn (-zs)

[ 2sexp(-2s)

llol(t-s) lls 1t+t-s; exp [{t-s)]

ll Di(t, xiJ ll< (1/4) llxz(t-l) ll

2sexp (-2s)l

+s2exp1-Zs; l
(18)
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ard

ll oi(t-s) Ai(t) Di(t, xiJ ll< (l/a) llxflt-l) ll(l+t-s)exp (s-t)

P. BALAS1JBRAMANIAM AND C. LOGANATHAN

< (lt4) (l+t-s)exp (s-t) | xz(t-l) I

d(s,0dt <(ll4) + (rl4) exp (s) [-(T+s)exp(-T) + 1]

s (t/2) < I

oi(tr, tr-s)Bj(s) B.;. (s) <Di'(t,, t1-s) ds.

Now c(s) + J'
0

ard

W(rr, T)

That is

= J'
0

fT
w(D = ^J o;(s)B;(s) B;'(s) oi'(s) ds.

0

From (18) it is clear that W is nonsinguiar for T * 0. Hence W-l exists, by

Theorem 3.1, the system (5) is nuli controllable on J.

tll

Lzl

t3l

t4l
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